
Socially Responsible institution 

Every institute has its own identity which keeps it going amidst many challenges and the institute tries to 

maintain that distinctiveness. Along with the hardware of the institute it needs the soft in fracture too. It 

is in the form of institutional culture and it needs years to develop it. Committed Social responsibility is 

its distinctiveness of Sangameshwar and is it displayed in its culture. Amidst commercialization of 

education, this institution has stood out socially accountable through every curricular, co-curricular and 

extracurricular activity. The institutional vision “To spread education in general and to instruct in any 

branch of knowledge wherever whenever feasible. “ This displays Philanthropy and   social 

responsibility. Social work is the foundation stone of  the institution and the Noble Management 

trustees are the first choice of guest of honor for many socially useful activities in the society. Taking it 

as their personal responsibility, the trustees promote different socially useful initiatives and educating 

the society is their commitment. Along with the capacity building of the learners, the institute is 

committed to educate the society too. 

The institute has remained socially relevant by roping in need based programs and courses to cater to 

the demands of the society. The institute was at the front in starting need based self-financed 

professional courses in the entire university jurisdiction. It extends its infrastructure and expertise in 

educating the society through its extension activities. Science exhibitions, nature conservation activities 

by different NGOS are collaborated to promote public awareness. The institute regularly organizes 

different academic meets to grow with others and it has signed number of MOUS as a social 

responsibility.  It has its strong bond with the masses in neighboring villages and slums at the 

neighborhood. Society education is done with different extension activities organized by the NSS and 

NCC units. The students are engaged in various outreach activities and different surveys. The civic bodies 

are supported in different surveys in solving the social issues. The institute organizes state level 

elocution competitions, blood donation camps and the national level cultural activity called SANUTSAV 

every year.  The college contributes in cultural and environmental development of the town through 

donations, and physical labor. 

Faculty members are promoted to share their expertise with the society in solving different issues. They 

write newspaper articles on the social issues, deliver radio talks participate TV interviews to educate the 

society. The faculty members are invited to deliver lectures at different cultural activities. The articles of 

the faculties in different interdisciplinary subjects are motivated by the institution. There are different 

associations and forums which organize different competitions, activities and senior citizen felicitation 

to express the gratitude. The students render their voluntary support in different social activities 

organized by different GOS and NGOS.  The social contribution of the management trustees, faculties 

and the students are recognized by the society with awards and honors. Regular selection of the NCC 

cadets and NSS volunteers to different state and national camps is recognition to the contribution of the 

learners during different disasters. 


